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Media nationwide continued to cover UD e orts to assist
during the COVID-19 pandemic and tap UD experts to
explain how the pandemic is a ecting American society.
Highlights include placements in University Business, The
Conversation, Georgetown University Berkley Center for
Religion, Peace and World A airs, and the National Jurist.
Political scientist and VP selection expert Christopher
Devine continues to provide insight to media around the
world, including an op-ed in the Los Angeles Times and
interviews for Vox and a Ukrainian outlet.
Why prisoners are at higher risk for the coronavirus: 5
questions answered
The Conversation
Martha Henderson Hurley, criminal justice studies
Disabilities in hiding: How the pandemic might shape justice
for all of us
Georgetown University Berkley Center for Religion, Peace
and World A airs
Jana Bennett, religious studies
Post coronavirus: Legal education will never be the same.
Online is here to stay
the National Jurist
Andrew Strauss, School of Law
University of Dayton scientist develops software to detect
COVID-19
WDTN-TV (WSYX-TV in Columbus, Ohio, also picked up the
story)
Barath Narayanan, UDRI
UD o ers discount for summer undergraduate courses
University Business, Catholic Telegraph, WDTN-TV, WHIO-
TV, Dayton Daily News, Dayton Business Journal




Economic recovery: Dayton businesses, workers need cash
Dayton Daily News
Richard Stock, Business Research Group
Practicing observation skills with children
Dayton Daily News
Mary Kay Kelly, teacher education 
Op-Ed: Biden's choice of running mate matters, but not for
the reasons you may think
Yahoo! News via the Los Angeles Times (Nearly 100 outlets
nationwide picked up the story via the Tribune News
Services)
Christopher Devine, political science
What we know about Joe Biden's possible vice presidential
picks
Vox
Christopher Devine, political science
Joe Biden likely democrat nominee
Apostrophe (Ukraine)
Christopher Devine, political science
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